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QUESTION 1

A customer is considering an HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server for their data center. The customer runs a large Oracle
database. They need to increase performance and reduce their licensing costs. Which feature of HPE Gen10 servers
offers these benefits? 

A. workload profile matching 

B. agentless management 

C. jitter smoothing 

D. core boosting 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When installing servers in a rack, a customer has left gaps between the servers. 

What should you tell this customer regarding the space between servers? (Select two.) 

A. It should be filled with blanking panels. 

B. It does not provide correct rack airflow. 

C. It provides easy access for servicing components. 

D. It allows for easier cable management. 

E. It allows for side-to-side component cooling. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer requires an entry-level, all-flash storage system with predictable performance at the lowest possible price.
They have performance-sensitive workloads that require speed and efficiency. Which HPE storage system meets the
customer\\'s requirements? 

A. 3PAR 8450 

B. MSA 2052 

C. StoreVirtual 4335 

D. Nimble AF 1000 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which tool provides a report on the current usage levels and life span of some installed read-intensive flash drives? 

A. Central Management Console 

B. Integrated Management Log 

C. Intelligent Provisioning 

D. Smart Storage Administrator 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to install 10 HPE ProLiant servers in an environment without DHCP. Which tool can you use to set up remote
management? 

A. Intelligent Provisioning 

B. UEFI System Utilities 

C. Intelligent Management Center 

D. iLO 5 Configuration Utility 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You are installing an HPE StoreOnce backup system in a customer\\'s environment. They need a simple and cost-
effective method to centralize and automate the backup of multiple servers (file, virtualization, database). They also
need the 

ability to integrate with an existing third-party backup software. 

How must you configure the StoreOnce system to meet the customer\\'s requirements? 

A. block device 

B. replication target 

C. NDMP target 

D. VTL device 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7
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A customer needs to enable HPE Proactive Care and automated case creation for server hardware failures in their
OneView environment. Which step do you need to complete in OneView to accomplish these tasks? 

A. Enable remote support from the Settings page. 

B. Apply the OneView Advanced monitoring license. 

C. Add the hosts to the managed devices group. 

D. Configure proactive scan reports. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer wants to safeguard their server firmware and asks you about the HPE ProLiant Gen10 features that provide
this level of security. Which Gen10 feature best addresses the customer\\'s concern? 

A. The Secure Boot feature in Gen10 servers checks the signature of the firmware drivers and other files to ensure that
the firmware is trusted by the operating system. 

B. Gen10 servers use silicon root of trust to validate and detect corrupted firmware, and authentication to block
unauthorized updates. 

C. Gen10 servers support data encryption at rest, which uses cryptography on the database housing the data and on
the physical storage where the databases are stored. 

D. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) in Gen10 servers protects firmware by using public and private key encryption. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer is planning an upgrade to their network infrastructure. They want to move to an open networking solution,
and they want to install a network switch that supports their choice of network operating system. Which HPE product
family will meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. Altoline 

B. FlexFabric 

C. Arista 

D. Aruba 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer requires a recovery strategy that provides multiple rollback points during the day for their Microsoft SQL
database. The customer needs to be able to recover data instantly. Which method meets this requirement? 
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A. offsite log shipping 

B. tape copy 

C. storage replication 

D. snapshot 

Correct Answer: D 
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